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ABSTRACT
In the present research, we examined whether emotional responses determine price fairness perceptions and resulting behaviours. The relationships among negative emotional response, price fairness perception, self-protective behaviour, and negative word-of-mouth were hypothesized and empirically investigated. Furthermore, the moderating role of moral foundation was addressed and tested. Results indicated that there is a strong relationship between negative emotions and price fairness perceptions. While the latter had no significant effect on self-protective behaviour, it had a noticeable one on negative word-of-mouth. There was also a significant positive relationship between the two types of behaviours, where self-protective behaviour positively influenced negative word-of-mouth. Furthermore, the relationship between price fairness and negative word-of-mouth was significantly greater among respondents who scored higher on the moral foundation scale. Such results indicate that behaviour of those with a higher moral foundation appears to rely more on price fairness, while the behaviour of the second group (respondents with lower moral foundation scores) is determined primarily by emotional response. Our research contributes to the knowledge of consumer behaviour by providing an insight into different customer reactions regarding what they perceive to be unfair prices.

1. Introduction

The concept of price fairness presents a challenge for researchers even after more than 25 years of extensive, albeit relatively narrow, research efforts. The importance of this concept stems from its influence on consumer behaviour, particularly on purchase decisions. This finding has often been replicated (Bolton et al., 2003; Campbell, 1999; Huppertz et al., 1978; Kahneman et al., 1986) and expanded with the identification of several additional consequences of perceived price fairness, such as negative...
word-of-mouth (Bougie et al., 2003; Xia et al., 2004), selecting an alternative offer, and aggressive behaviour (Bougie et al., 2003). The question of whether an observed price is fair or unfair arises in situations when customers are able to recognize price differences between the target price and some form of reference price, provided by either (a) a competitive seller, (b) previous experience, or (c) another customer, be it a complete stranger or a friend (Bolton et al., 2010; Bolton et al., 2003; Xia et al., 2004). While previous research also identified several other important precursors that influence price fairness perceptions, the basic idea is that these perceptions are a function of price comparisons. This process is mostly automatic, but it can also be very deliberate. When that is the case, drawing price comparisons can be exceptionally simple and facilitated by several means of information-gathering platforms and social media available to consumers. Due to the aforementioned combination of trends and increases in utilization of dynamic pricing strategies, the price fairness debate is relevant for both academics and practitioners.

One of the main unanswered questions applies to the role of emotions/affective reactions in price fairness perceptions. While some authors regard this concept as a distinctively cognitive (Peine et al., 2009), the conceptual model proposed by Xia and colleagues (2004) views emotions as an integral part of the concept and a mediator variable of behavioural responses. There is a general agreement from several scientific areas that emotions motivate behaviour (Baumeister et al., 2007; Frijda et al., 1989; Loewenstein, 2000) in the consumer context (Bagozzi et al., 1999; Barsky & Nash, 2002; Jansson-Boyd, 2010; Peine et al., 2009). However, the nature of emotional elements that co-create price fairness perceptions as proposed by Xia and colleagues (2004) seems unclear, despite some previous efforts of explaining this issue (Bougie et al., 2003; Campbell, 2007; Heussler et al., 2009; Zeelenberg & Pieters, 2004). Additionally, past research was most often founded on fragile theoretical foundations, methodologic shortcomings, and/or matters only broadly related to price fairness.

The aim of the present study is twofold: to discover whether emotional responses to price differences determine price fairness perceptions, as well as to test the scope of this relationship. If price fairness perceptions are, in fact, affected by emotional responses, practitioners may take such findings into an account when applying dynamic pricing techniques, offering products at different price rates to different customer segments, and/or plainly changing prices through time, without eliciting negative emotional reactions and causing customers to react negatively. The findings may also encourage them to think about their customer evaluations not only in terms of satisfaction and dissatisfaction, but through a more nuanced perspective. The main goal of this study also aligns with the increasing focus on emotional aspects of consumer behaviour (Bagozzi et al., 1999; Christodoulides et al., 2011; Jansson-Boyd, 2010; Verhagen et al., 2013).

In an attempt to explore the nature of affective responses, the current paper suggests a different perspective of price fairness perceptions, regarding them as moral judgments. The study provides a review of a theoretical background that forms the foundation for hypothesis development and the construction of the conceptual model. This is followed by an overview of the experimental research and results, and concludes with an extensive discussion of findings, applications, and suggestions for further research.
2. Literature review

2.1. Price fairness perceptions as moral judgments

Morality and ethics are unsurprisingly far-reaching topics for marketing practice, as marketing, of all other business functions, “receives the most scrutiny, generates the most controversy, and faces the most criticism about ethics” (Singhapakdi et al., 1999, p. 269). Considering the fact that an ethical image highly influences the success of an organization (Laczniak & Murphy, 2006), it may come as a surprise that not much research has been placed into understanding how pricing decisions contribute to general views of a company’s ethics and morality. The majority of theoretical and empirical work in this area revolves around dynamic pricing (e.g., Faruqui, 2010), which essentially discusses its fairness toward different customer segments. Furthermore, the concept of fairness appears to be a repeating topic in business literature in general because consumers often evaluate business action from the point of equity (Szymanski & Henard, 2001), a concept that is deeply associated with notions of fairness, with the latter also being a significant predictor of corporate ethical image (Singer, 1996; Xia et al., 2004). Consequently, this paper proposes that price fairness perceptions should be viewed as functions of moral reasoning. This statement represents a new perspective on the issue of price fairness that is currently broadly defined as a consumer’s assessment and associated emotions regarding whether the difference (or lack thereof) between a seller’s price and the price of a comparative other party is reasonable, acceptable, and/or justifiable (Xia et al., 2004).

In order to exercise this proposition, price fairness perceptions and their relationships to other concepts should be influenced by some type of moral or ethical beliefs, and applying the theory of moral foundations (Greene & Haidt, 2002; Haidt, 2008; Haidt & Joseph, 2004) might provide grounds to empirically test this assumption. Moral foundations are defined as interconnected sets of values, practices, institutions, and psychological mechanisms that regulate and enable social coexistence (Haidt, 2008). The development of moral foundations is a result of innate psychological mechanisms and cultural norms and practices (Boyd & Richerson, 2005) facilitated and enabled by the process of socialization in the core family environment. Graham et al. (2009) identified five moral foundations: harm/care; ingroup/loyalty; authority/respect; purity/sanctity; and fairness/reciprocity. The saliency of each foundation differs among members of different groups and communities and, more importantly, co-influences individuals’ behaviours and moral judgments related to the moral content of particular issues (Graham et al., 2009). For the purpose of present research, we focus only on one of the five moral foundations – fairness/reciprocity as it co-aligns with the concept of price fairness.

2.2. Emotional responses and moral reasoning

The nature and characteristics of emotional responses represent a continuous source of controversy and separation in the broader academic world. Most prominent theories of emotions, such as appraisal theory, regard emotional responses as second to cognitive appraisals of different events (Frijda et al., 1989; Peine et al., 2009).
However, new research in the field of neuroscience and moral psychology suggests that this might not necessarily be the case.

The fields of moral psychology and morality in general have long been dismissive of the idea that emotions should have anything to do with moral reasoning and decision-making (Pizarro, 2000). Contrary to this perspective, evidence suggests that emotions facilitate moral reasoning (Damasio, 1994), aid in focusing attention to morally relevant topics (Pizarro, 2000), and provide a foundation for post hoc cognitive evaluations (Chen et al., 1996; Tetlock et al., 2000). Greene and Haidt (2002) explained that perceptions of different behaviours or situations (stimulus) evoke immediate feelings of approval or disapproval (affective response). Because these feelings emerge instantly, effortlessly, and have an affective valence, they are described as “affect-laden intuitions” (Greene & Haidt, 2002, p. 517). In the context of price fairness, those instant affective responses relate to the price difference (stimulus) between two offerings, allowing the price fairness evaluations, as a higher-level evaluative judgment, to take place afterwards. This idea aligns with the multicomponent models of judgment, which suggest that high-level evaluations are affected by both cognitive and affective influences (Ajzen, 2001; Bargh, 2002; Peters & Slovic, 2000).

This claim is also supported by Campbell’s (2007) findings. She showed that negative affect mediates the relationship between inferred motive for a price change and perceived price unfairness. Heussler et al. (2009) took a different approach, where they showed that respondents in positive emotional states evaluated the differences more favourably in terms of price fairness, compared to those in negative emotional states.

While these examples offer evidence that emotions play an integral part in the forming of price fairness perceptions, they may have some drawbacks. Campbell’s (2007) measures of emotional responses were based on a bipolar scale of positive versus negative feelings that bounds the respondent to dichotomous self-reporting and neglects the amplitude and variety of emotional states. On the other hand, the manipulation of respondents’ emotional states of Heussler et al. (2009) affected price difference perceptions just as well as the resulting price fairness perceptions.

Additionally, despite some notions that positive emotions might play a role in such evaluations (e.g., Martins & Monroe, 1994), there seems to be a general agreement that evaluations of morally questionable situations and behaviours are intertwined with predominantly negative emotions and feelings.

With all of this in mind and combined with the aforementioned perspective—that price fairness perceptions are in fact moral judgments—we form our first hypothesis:

H1: Negative emotions influence price fairness perceptions.

There is wide agreement concerning the motivational role of emotions (Baumeister et al., 2007; Loewenstein, 2000; Peine et al., 2009). Bougie and colleagues (2003) showed that the relationships between consumer behaviour and anger, on one hand, and dissatisfaction, on the other, are distinct; speaking in other terms, dissatisfaction does not encompass all the nuances of negative emotions. Similarly, Zeelenberg and Pieters (2004) explained that different consumer behaviours cannot be assigned to mere dissatisfaction; however, one should look into specific emotions and emotional states, which provide more explanatory value to behavioural reactions. Xia et al.
explained this relationship in the context of price fairness perceptions, by viewing emotions as stimuli that direct the behavioural response toward financial self-protection, monetary compensation, and/or coping with negative emotions. Hence:

**H2:** Negative emotions influence self-protective behaviour.

Furthermore, previous research also showed an interesting relationship between emotions and negative word-of-mouth. Emotions seem to influence the type of WOM – negative or positive (Nyer, 1997) – as well as the extent of word-of-mouth (Zeelenberg & Pieters, 2004). Research shows that angry consumers use negative word-of-mouth as an emotional coping mechanism to vent feelings or to take revenge; disappointed consumers use such behaviours in order to warn others, and consumers who experienced regret use it to strengthen social relationships (Wetzer et al., 2007). To explore this relationship in the context of price fairness perceptions, we formed the following hypothesis:

**H3:** Negative emotions influence negative word-of-mouth.

### 2.3. Price fairness perceptions and different types of consumer behaviour

As proposed by the present paper, the perspective, that price fairness perceptions are moral judgments influenced by individualistic views on importance of fairness and reciprocity (moral foundation), may also change our understanding of how such perceptions influence consumer behaviour. Discussions of fairness in the business context often give rise to a particular paradox: Fairness in its most basic form should always be impartial and equitable, but, when it comes to judging the fairness of price differences, the valuations seem to be strikingly subjective (Oliver & Swan, 1989). Some authors go as far as to say that, when it comes to fairness, people tend to be egocentrically averse to inequity (Fehr & Schmidt, 1999). In practice, this means that whenever a consumer faces an unfavourable target price compared with a favourable reference price, they will evaluate the difference as unfair. However, when faced with the opposite scenario, fairness would not be an issue for them.

Previous research identified several types of behavioural reactions (Bougie et al., 2003; Xia et al., 2004): deciding against the purchase of the product, complaining, aggressive behaviour, vandalism, and other types of repercussions. The intensity of these behaviours appears to be positively correlated with the severity of perceived price unfairness; therefore, the behavioural reactions were previously classified into three groups: no action, self-protection, and revenge. However, this classification ought to reflect the motivation behind certain types of behaviours. Xia et al. (2004) proposed that behavioural reactions are aimed at financial self-protection, financial compensation, and coping with negative emotions. Hence, we hypothesize:

**H4:** Price fairness perceptions influence self-protective behaviour.

While all of these goals are self-oriented, there is reason to believe that, in some instances, people would also orient their behaviours toward the protection of others. This might be especially true when it comes to consumers engaging in negative word-of-mouth communication. Research by Wetzer et al. (2007) suggested that while...
people might engage in negative word of mouth to cope with negative feelings or to seek revenge, they might also try to engage in such behaviours in order to warn others or even to strengthen social bonds. In their view, the goal of negative word-of-mouth is dependent on specific emotions—connecting revenge with coping with anger, and other-oriented behaviours with feelings of disappointment and regret. If saliency of moral foundation fairness/reciprocity influences emotional responses and price fairness perceptions, we can hypothesize that:

H5: Price fairness perceptions influence negative word-of-mouth.

In addition, some people might be more prone to react to what they perceive as unfair pricing. Kim and Chen (2010) researched the effects of personal characteristics on consumer complaint behaviour. They found that customer involvement, self-importance, and general attitude toward complaining are all significant predictors of complaint behaviour. Stephens and Gwinner (1998) reported on the relevance of general beliefs/norms and education, while Sujithamrak and Lam (2005) found that complaints in a hotel restaurant setting more often come from older, well-educated customers with higher incomes. This makes it reasonable to assume that some consumers may never take action after an unpleasant experience, while some will take any action necessary. The classification of behavioural reactions to perceived price fairness (Xia et al., 2004) distributes these reactions based on the saliency of the perceived price difference in those of no action, self-protection, and finally, revenge. Accordingly, we expect that self-protective behaviours such as complaints and refund demands precede negative word-of-mouth, and that people who take self-protective actions will be more likely to spread negative word-of-mouth. Hence:

H6: Self-protective behaviour influences negative word-of-mouth tendencies.

Contrary to the popular notion that price fairness perceptions are partial and subjective, Martins and Monroe (1994) proposed that consumers may evaluate price differences as unfair even in situations when their target price is lower (favourable) than the reference price (unfavourable). These perceptions could be accompanied by feelings of guilt, disappointment, and anger, and thus motivate retributive behavioural actions in order to restore equality.

There is scarce empirical evidence to support this proposition. Nevertheless, researching how relationships between price fairness perceptions, emotional responses and behavioural reactions are moderated by individual’s moral foundation might shed new light on the observed relationship. We highlight three key perspectives: (1) saliency of the fairness/reciprocity foundation might influence price fairness perceptions and (2) emotional responses in situations of advantaged inequality, and furthermore (3) saliency of said foundation might also influence behavioural reactions to perceived price unfairness.

Consequently, moral foundations could potentially moderate negative emotions and price fairness relationships to negative word-of-mouth. Previous research (Wetzer et al., 2007) showed that certain people engage in negative word-of-mouth in response to negative feelings and experiences. In these settings, greater saliency of moral foundation could lead to greater likelihood of informing individual’s social group about negative aspects of service encounter. The same principles apply to the
relationship between self-protective behaviour and negative word-of-mouth. Therefore, if saliency of moral foundation fairness/reciprocity influences emotional responses and price fairness perceptions relationships, we propose the following hypothesis:

H7a: Moral foundation moderates the relationship between negative emotional response and price fairness perceptions.

H7b: Moral foundation moderates the relationship between negative emotional response and self-protective behaviour.

H7c: Moral foundation moderates the relationship between negative emotional response and negative word-of-mouth.

H7d: Moral foundation moderates the relationship between price fairness perceptions and self-protective behaviour.

H7e: Moral foundation moderates the relationship between price fairness perceptions and negative word-of-mouth.

H7f: Moral foundation moderates the relationship between self-protective behaviour and negative word-of-mouth.

The conceptual model is shown in Figure 1.

3. Methodology

3.1. Sample and procedure

Our research sample consisted of \( N = 313 \) (F = 67%) respondents who participated in an online scenario-based experiment. The average age was 24, and the majority of respondents reported previous experience with shopping online (96%). Data collection was carried out between August and October 2016 via an online survey tool. Respondents received a link to the survey via e-mail, and the final sample represents 21% of all invitation recipients.
Respondents first read the short scenario describing a web-based shopping situation. The scenario provided a description of a random laptop computer, along with its specifications, image, and target price (€694.90). Based on an initial random assignment of respondents into two experimental groups, they were later provided with a reference price that was either higher (€799.10 = advantaged inequality) or lower (€590.70 = disadvantaged inequality) than the target price and was in both cases framed in terms of a price paid by a friend. This followed findings from previous research, which identified social comparisons to be most effective in manipulating price fairness perceptions (Xia et al., 2004). Our scenario stated the following: Imagine that you are buying a laptop computer. You have searched through several offers, and during your search on a certain online shop you stumble upon the following ad [description of a laptop computer with its price – target price]. The product suites you and you decide on purchasing this laptop. After the purchase and during a chat with your friend, you realize that your friend bought the exact same laptop computer for [reference price].

Afterward, respondents evaluated the fairness of the price difference, their emotional reactions, and the likelihood of listed behavioural responses. When finished, they completed the moral foundations questionnaire and provided demographic information.

3.2. Measures

3.2.1. Price fairness scale
The price fairness scale consisted of three items: fairness, acceptability, and reasonability. Items were derived from the popular definition of price fairness by Xia et al. (2004). Respondents rated price differences provided in a scenario along these three items on a scale from one (e.g., completely unfair) to five (e.g., completely fair).

3.2.2. Negative emotion scale
Construction of the negative emotion scale was twofold. In the first attempt, through a pilot study, selected items for negative emotions from Richins (1997) Consumption emotions set were tested in relation to price fairness. As Richins stated: “Future research may reveal that … some emotion states in the CES are probably irrelevant to some of the phenomena studied in consumer behaviour research” (p. 142). She continued:

Neither is it expected that researchers will necessarily use the CES in its entirety for a particular study. For some contexts, theory or common sense may suggest that certain emotions are unlikely to be experienced; in these cases, the researcher may choose to omit the descriptors for those emotions from their measuring instrument (p. 142).

Since Richins’ Consumption emotions set consists of a total of 34 emotions/descriptors (including descriptors such as ‘lonely’, ‘romantic’, ‘passionate’, etc.), we excluded some of them from our pilot study, where we’ve tested the remaining items and checked whether they relate to perceptions of price fairness. Those that did not were omitted from our main research inventory and those that remained were four emotional states: irritated, angry, discontent, and sad.

Respondents were asked whether they would experience each emotion state in relation to the scenario on a five-point scale (1 – definitely not; 5 – definitely yes).
3.2.3. Behavioural response scale
The behavioural response scale for an online shopping environment had six items in total: three (e.g., ‘I’d file a complaint’) to measure self-protective behavioural responses (sp-BR), and the other three (e.g., ‘I’d advise others not to shop at this seller’) to measure negative word-of-mouth (n-WOM). Respondents rated the likelihood of reacting in a listed way on a five-point scale, ranging from one (not likely) to five (very likely).

3.2.4. Moral foundations questionnaire
The original moral foundation questionnaire (Graham et al., 2009; Haidt, 2008) consisted of two scales: moral relevancy scale and moral reasoning scale. Each scale included items for five moral foundations, of which the present research adopted only the three items of moral relevancy scale for “fairness/reciprocity” foundation. Respondents rated how important certain questions are in regard to fairness/reciprocity when it comes to moral decision making on a five-point scale (1 – not at all; 5 – very important).

4. Empirical data and analysis
4.1. Validity and reliability of the scales and invariance testing
The conceptual model was analysed with covariance based structural equation modelling (CB-SEM) with the AMOS 24.0 software package, using the two-step procedure (Anderson & Gerbing, 1988): first to test the measurement model in order to establish the reliability and validity of the latent variables, and second, to test the structural model and examine the hypothesized relationships (Hair et al., 2013; Fornell & Larcker, 1981).

To test convergent validity, the average variance extracted (AVE) was calculated. Values of AVE exceed the suggested limit of 0.5 (Table 1), therefore showing the appropriate convergent validity. Table 1 also shows that all factor loadings exceed the value of 0.6, and values of $R^2$ also appear satisfactory according to Hair et al. (2010) cut-off point for removal at 0.25. Tests of internal consistency also showed values of composite reliability (CR) greater than 0.7, showing sufficient measurement reliability (Table 1). Further, the fit indices for the structural model (Table 1) are in the range of appropriate fit.

Fornell–Larcker’s (1981) criterion showed that values of squared correlations exceed values of AVE in every instance (Table 2), supporting the notion of discriminant validity between the constructs, which was reaffirmed with the more restrictive test of heterotrait-monotrait ratios of correlations (HTMT) (Table 2). All HTMT ratios of correlations fall below the suggested threshold 0.85 (Henseler et al., 2015).

In order to test the hypotheses, additional invariance tests were required. To test the moderating role of fairness/reciprocity foundation (MF), two groups were created based on a median split of moral relevancy scale total scores due to high central tendencies values: (1) group MF low (values below median score) and (2) group MF high (values above median score), and the model consisted of four latent
variables and a total of 13 items (MF from initial analyses was excluded from the model because the variable was used as a moderator).

First, testing for the differences between the groups according to the fairness/reciprocity foundation was applied. According to the recommended practices in the literature (e.g., Steenkamp et al., 1998; Vandenberg & Lance, 2000), we tested the measurement invariance across the two groups. This was first applied within the measurement model and then within the structural model. A test of configural invariance or a test of a weak factorial invariance was deployed (Horn & McArdle, 1992), where factor loadings were allowed to be free for each of the two groups. All fit indices suggested a good fit of the configural invariance model (Table 3). In order to test the differences in paths or invariance of paths, metric equivalence had to be established (Vandenberg & Lance, 2000). Therefore, the metric invariance or a test of strong factorial invariance was performed in the second step to establish whether the factor loadings were invariant across groups. As can be observed from Table 3, the differences in Δχ2/df for the configural invariance model and the full metric

Table 1. Standardized loadings, R² values, composite reliability (CR) and average variance extracted (AVE).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>M (SD)</th>
<th>λ</th>
<th>R²</th>
<th>CR</th>
<th>AVE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PF</td>
<td>PF1 – Fairness</td>
<td>2.89 (1.10)</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.776</td>
<td>0.897</td>
<td>0.745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PF2 – Acceptability</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.819</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PF3 – Reasonability</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.614</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NE</td>
<td>NE1 – Irritated</td>
<td>2.84 (0.91)</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.569</td>
<td>0.880</td>
<td>0.650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NE2 – Angry</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.797</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NE3 – Discontent</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.722</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NE4 – Sad</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.510</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sp-BR</td>
<td>sp-BR1</td>
<td>2.27 (1.02)</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.710</td>
<td>0.766</td>
<td>0.529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sp-BR2</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.580</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sp-BR3</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.298</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n-WOM</td>
<td>n-WOM1</td>
<td>2.84 (1.17)</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.640</td>
<td>0.790</td>
<td>0.558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n-WOM2</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.615</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n-WOM3</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.417</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MF</td>
<td>MF1</td>
<td>3.70 (0.82)</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.620</td>
<td>0.832</td>
<td>0.623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MF2</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.563</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MF3</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.683</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Fit indices: χ²/df = 154.088/94; p < 0.01; NFI = 0.941; IFI = 0.976; TLI = 0.969; CFI = 0.976; RMSEA = 0.045.
PF – price fairness; NE – negative emotions; sp-BR – self-protective behaviour; n-WOM – negative word of mouth; MF – moral foundation.
Source: Research results.

Table 2. Values of squared root of AVE (Diagonal, displayed in italics), correlations between constructs and HTMT analysis (displayed in brackets).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>1.</th>
<th>2.</th>
<th>3.</th>
<th>4.</th>
<th>5.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Price fairness</td>
<td>0.863</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Negative emotions</td>
<td>–0.647</td>
<td>0.806</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.643)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Self-protective behaviour</td>
<td>–0.304</td>
<td>0.434</td>
<td>0.728</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.275)</td>
<td>(0.410)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. n-WOM</td>
<td>–0.529</td>
<td>0.567</td>
<td>0.526</td>
<td>0.747</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.529)</td>
<td>(0.579)</td>
<td>(0.577)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. MF</td>
<td>–0.071</td>
<td>0.213</td>
<td>0.085</td>
<td>0.217</td>
<td>0.789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.076)</td>
<td>(0.198)</td>
<td>(0.071)</td>
<td>(0.213)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Research results.
Table 3. Invariance test results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>$\chi^2$</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>$\Delta \chi^2/df$</th>
<th>sig.</th>
<th>NFI</th>
<th>IFI</th>
<th>TLI</th>
<th>CFI</th>
<th>RMSEA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Measurement model</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Configural invariance</td>
<td>160.432</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>0.928</td>
<td>0.980</td>
<td>0.973</td>
<td>0.979</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full metric invariance</td>
<td>174.418</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>0.123</td>
<td>0.921</td>
<td>0.977</td>
<td>0.972</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural model</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Configural invariance</td>
<td>160.432</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>0.928</td>
<td>0.980</td>
<td>0.973</td>
<td>0.979</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full metric invariance</td>
<td>174.418</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>0.123</td>
<td>0.921</td>
<td>0.977</td>
<td>0.972</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constrained paths</td>
<td>196,218</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.912</td>
<td>0.970</td>
<td>0.964</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partially constrained paths</td>
<td>176,127</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>0.880</td>
<td>0.921</td>
<td>0.978</td>
<td>0.973</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Research results.

Invariance model are statistically insignificant at $p < 0.05$, meaning that full metric equivalence was achieved.

The same tests were also applied for the structural models. As for configural invariance, it can be observed that the model fits the data well and model fit indices are above 0.95; only the NFI index is below that margin but above 0.90. After testing for metric invariance, full metric invariance was achieved. When all paths were constrained to be equal across the groups, the $\Delta \chi^2/df$ between the full metric invariance model and the constrained paths model was statistically significant, meaning that the full metric invariance model was better than the constraint path model. In a search for a more valid model with partially constrained paths, the following paths were unconstrained: (a) the path from price fairness to self-protective behaviour, (b) the path from price fairness to negative word-of-mouth, and (c) the path from self-protective behaviour to negative word-of-mouth. The final model with partially constrained paths exhibits the best fit from all alternative structural models, with the following fit indices: $\chi^2(130) = 176.127$, $RMSEA = 0.034$, $CFI = 0.978$, $TLI = 0.973$, and $IFI = 0.978$. The partially constrained model shows $\Delta \chi^2(df) = 20.1 (3)$ and, hence exhibits a statistically significant improvement over the model with fully constrained paths. In comparison to a full metric invariance model, the chi-square difference is $\Delta \chi^2(df) = 1.7$, which is statistically insignificant, meaning that a partiality constrained model is as good as a full metric invariance model. Furthermore, in both instances, some fit indices appear higher in our final solution.

4.2. Hypothesis testing

Present paper investigates the relationships among negative emotions, perceived price fairness, and behaviour.

After establishing a good fit of the model, seven hypotheses were tested. Results, as presented in Table 4, show that negative emotions affect both perceived price fairness and the two types of behavioural reactions ($p < 0.01$). Consequently, Hypothesis 1 – 3 can be accepted. On the other hand, results also show that price fairness perceptions had no significant effect on self-protective behaviour but a noticeable one on negative word-of-mouth. There was also a significant positive relationship between the two types of behaviours, where self-protective behaviour positively influenced negative word-of-mouth. These findings support H5 and H6, while H4 must be rejected. The relationship between price fairness and negative word-of-mouth was significantly stronger among respondents who scored higher on a moral foundation scale. This
shows that behaviour of those with higher moral foundation scores appeared to rely more on the price fairness perceptions, while the behaviour of the second group (respondents with lower moral foundation scores) was determined more by the emotional response. For the latter, the probability of spreading negative word-of-mouth was also more dependent on the probability of reacting at all (for the purpose of self-protection), while this was not the case for the respondents in the first group. At the same time, while there are some differences in relationships between negative emotions and other concepts, none of them appear significant. Moral foundation of “fairness/reciprocity” appears to moderate additional relationship (between price fairness and self-protective behaviour) while having no significant moderating impact on negative emotions and their paths to other constructs. In light of these results, H7d and H7e can be supported. However, we had to reject H7a, H7b, H7c, and H7f.

5. Results and discussion

This research explored the nature of emotional responses concerning consumers’ price fairness perceptions, and provided evidence that price fairness perceptions may be regarded as moral judgments. Our findings confirmed previous reports and expand on this knowledge by showing that mere emotional reaction to price difference may significantly contribute more to self-oriented types of behaviour (complaints, refund demands, official reports) than a cognitive evaluation in the form of price fairness perception. This falls in line with findings of several other authors (e.g., Nyer, 1997; Wetzer et al., 2007; Zeelenberg & Pieters, 2004) who have recognized the gravity of emotional responses in a consumption-related context. On the other hand, more other-oriented behaviours, such as negative word-of-mouth, were determined by both factors almost equally on the whole sample. This piece of information could indicate that price fairness perceptions are heavily dependent on emotional phenomena and in some occasions, even to their whole extent. This notion was previously exercised by Heussler et al. (2009) who manipulated respondents’ feelings prior to evaluating the fairness of price differences. The authors’ results showed that a “20% increase in price can be absorbed by positive emotions” (Heussler et al., 2009, p. 336), meaning that the emotional state of the customer is extremely important in their evaluation of price. When negative emotions such as irritation, anger, discontent, or even sadness occur in the buying process, the customer will most likely take a defensive posture, which might make both the existing and future exchange process
significantly more difficult. It is possible that behaviours such as complaining will appear at the point of sale both in brick and mortar stores, as well as in online stores; however, as the results also showed, customers with unfair price perceptions are less likely to complain at the point of sale but will pass the negative information through negative word-of-mouth instead.

The original assumption of this paper was that price fairness perceptions should be viewed as functions of moral reasoning. Consequently, we expected that some type of moral or ethical beliefs should moderate price fairness as well as other related concepts’ relationships (notably emotional responses to price difference and behavioural consequences of perceived price fairness). Our results show that moral foundation does in fact moderate price fairness relationships to self-protective behaviour; it does not, however, moderate the emotional part of our model, namely the relationships between negative emotional response and price fairness perceptions, self-protective behaviour and negative word-of-mouth. Respondents with stronger moral foundation did not differ from their counterparts with weaker moral foundation in their emotional responses and how they connect to their fairness perceptions or their behaviour. This could mean that individual’s moral foundation may not affect their immediate reactions to unfair price differences, but they could affect how they respond later (e.g., via spreading negative word-of-mouth). It also shows that cognitive evaluation of fairness and any kind of other-oriented behaviour takes more time, and according to Kim and Chen (2010), supposedly requires higher customer involvement.

6. Conclusions

This study investigated the relationship between price fairness perceptions and consumer emotions. Our research model was developed according to theory, and afterward was empirically verified and confirmed to be valid. As such, it provides a good basis for further research of customer behaviour in relation to price perceptions. It also identifies irritation, anger, discontent, and sadness to be significant predictors of price fairness perceptions and confirms the notion of at least two types of behavioural reactions in such situations. More importantly, it shows that behavioural reactions to what customers perceive to be unfair price differences may derive from two different paths. Greene and Haidt (2002) explained that the process of evaluating a morally questionable situation starts with what they’ve termed to be “affect-laden intuitions” (p. 517). Arguably, some cognitive processes cannot be fully excluded from those primary notions of fairness, but, as some authors proposed, the role of emotions at this stage is in facilitating attention and providing a foundation for post hoc cognitive evaluations (Chen et al., 1996; Pizarro, 2000; Tetlock et al., 2000). Be that as it may, our results show that, in some occasions, the emotional response to price differences may be the primary motivator of behaviour in situations of price unfairness. Conversely, some people may not think about what is happening nor do they wish to wonder why they are (i.e., discontent), and they simply act on it in order to protect themselves from exploitation. Any further action (such as spreading negative word-
of-mouth), on the other hand, appears to require some deliberate introspection into their feelings.

From a managerial point of view, our conclusions highlight the importance of the quality of pre-purchase and service processes, as well as that of nonmonetary costs (e.g., long shipping times/shipping related complications, technical difficulties, payment issues, and additional perceived efforts and energy spent during an exchange process), even for purchases of tangible products. We thus recommend that managers should look into how their services affect the emotional experiences of their customers in order to prevent negative emotions and thus lower the chance that customers take repercussions on the point of sales. Some examples of proactive action could include guarantees, the possibility of returning the product, or, even better, adding additional benefits such as saving time, reducing risks, facilitating the purchase process, etc. We should also stress the importance of appropriately dealing with customer complaint behaviour, as our results show that one of the strongest predictors of negative word-of-mouth appears to be a customer’s immediate self-protective response. Hence, successful resolution of complaints may lead to prevention of further negative actions later on, especially for those with lower moral foundation. In order to do so, companies should educate and train their sales staff, especially with regard to the emotional responses of the customer during their interaction. Equally, regarding the online environment, companies should pay special attention to their interaction through their various social networks, as well as to their potential virtual consultants in the purchase and post-purchase processes. Our research also shows that perceptions of price fairness have an impact on negative word-of-mouth, especially in groups with a more pronounced sense of fairness and reciprocity. This group of customers can therefore spur fierce negative word-of-mouth if something goes significantly wrong during the purchase process, and it may be beneficial for companies to include moral and ethical elements in their marketing strategies to accommodate for such customers. In other words, companies have to show customers how these elements are important for both the company and the customer.

There are some limitations to consider about this study. First, all results are based on hypothetical scenarios, which researchers often use for this kind of research. Respondents were left to speculate on how they would feel and how they might react to a certain price difference. This limits us in generalizing the results to real-life situations and thus leads us to question the ecological validity to at least some extent. However, it should be noted that in order to gather relevant data on price evaluation, and especially on emotional responses through any other method, could prove too demanding for the respondents or too unreliable for the researchers. We would suggest gathering data on the emotional state of respondents before the start of the experiment in order to establish baselines. Second, in developing our scenarios, we limited ourselves to one price difference. This may be worthwhile to correct in future endeavours in order to acquire a better understanding of how reference prices at different price levels affect price fairness perceptions and other relevant concepts. The present research is also limited to negative emotions and their role in price fairness perceptions, though positive emotions may also play a part, especially prior to price fairness assessment, as noted by Heussler and colleagues (2009), or maybe even in
moderating the relationship between post-purchase complaints and negative word-of-mouth.

Finally, our findings should also be replicated with other product categories, and future research should also include other important factors that may influence price fairness perceptions, such as sales experience, involvement, product knowledge, and so forth. While we have based our basic assumptions on the theory of moral foundations, other theoretical backgrounds from the field of morality could and should be applied to what will hopefully be exciting future research.
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